•A
 llows you to feel the presence, protection and love of the
Divine Feminine
• Illuminates our inner dark places where we store our pain
and suffering
• Creates hope and upliftment
• Replaces aspects of our wounded self with love and courage
 elps you to draw love into yourself in times of turbulence,
•H
anxiety and uncertainty
 nables you to access and release wounding in your soul
•E
arising from the Spirit world, this and other lives
• Transforms places of negativity arising from trauma
• Integrates any separated, emotionally cut off parts of ourselves
• Helps heal places of our emotional pain
The Isis Essence was created on 25 May 2014. Isis has always been the
embodiment of the Divine Feminine and all Goddesses. This Essence was
the culmination of my first trip to Egypt, which was energetically preparing
me for this new Essence. Due to the military coup few foreign tourists
were visiting which allowed me to have private time to meditate in so
many exquisite, high energy inner sanctums of ancient Egyptian temples.
Through a trusted trans-medium, Isis indicated that she wished to bring
through and create an Isis Essence with me. After declaring, “These are
the waters of the New Life, my blessings pour through these waters, my
son”, Isis then proceeded to bless the bowls of water that I had in place.
It was one of the most profound experiences of my life. I felt incredibly
exalted and humbled being in the presence of the Divine Feminine, the
Divine Mother, Isis, with her energy flowing down into the bowl and all
around me. There was such an intensity of love present. I had tears in my
eyes and tremendous gratitude for being offered and entrusted with such
an incredible healing gift at this critical time.
Much Love, Light and Respect, Ian

The Isis Essence is a Blessing from the Great Mother. She has promised to
all people that her presence will be felt upon the Earth.
With this Essence Isis calls upon all those who are ready to come forward to
stand up courageously, both emotionally and spiritually, and promises she
will shine on them her Light of Lights that will illuminate their dark places. Isis
is calling you to her, as she wants to take your emotional pain, anger, shame,
blame, fear, grief and despair. In its place, she will bring love and courage.
When you go inside any such
dark place and come out, you
feel freed and rejuvenated.
All this merely from looking at
and going into your emotional
pain - allowing it to be held and
opening that aspect of yourself
to receive love to heal it.
The Isis Essence is about hope
and upliftment. It enables us to
know and feel the protection and the love of the Divine Feminine, both around
and within us. We can draw this to us, so as to be strengthened and nurtured,
especially in times of turbulence, anxiety and uncertainty.
Many of us carry old, deep woundings. This Essence can
empower us by assisting us to access, release and heal
these aspects. We can have our emotional pain and places
of negativity from trauma being transformed and healed
- a massive shift at a very deep soul level.
The Divine Mother calls to us to allow that love in to help
heal these deep, long hidden places or emotional wounds.
They can arise not only from events in our childhood and
this lifetime, but even from prior lives. Many of us have
found ourselves in earlier times that were horrific – war,
genocide, or scarcity of love. Some wounds can even occur
during the spirit’s journey coming through the dimensions to
incarnate, as it takes form into this world of matter.
There are many Light Workers who suffer as a result of these
emotional wounds but who are able to separate themselves
from them, compartmentalise them, in order to serve. When
they are strong enough, or with the help of the Isis Essence,
they will be able to call these separated parts back.
Preparation: This Essence is available in Stock strength. To
prepare a dose bottle add 7 drops to a bottle up to 15ml containing
1/3 brandy and 2/3 purified water.
Dosage: 7 drops of the dose bottle are taken under the tongue
on rising and retiring, usually for at least 2 weeks. We recommend
taking the Essence on its own, not mixing it with other Essences.
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